According to the fact that the low convergence level on the complete elliptic integral of the first kind for the modulus which having values approach to one. In this paper we propose novelty of the complete elliptic integral consists of the new infinite series. We apply the scheme of iteration by substituting the common modulus with own modulus function into the new infinite series. We obtained so many new exact formulas of the complete elliptic integral derived from this method correspond to the number of iteration order. On the other hand, it has been also obtained a lot of new modulus functions rather than common used previously. The calculation results show that the number of significant figures of the new infinite series of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind is increased more and more. It means more fastly convergent would be obtained comparison values with the previous infinite series. [3], for building analytical solution of the nonlinear pendulum performed by Karlheinz [4], as the basis for generalizing incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind [5], as the basis of development hypergeometric series [6], etc. Whereas in the fields of application, it is widely used in the design of electromagnetic devices, namely as basic function in conformal mapping which is mathematical tool for solving Electromagnetic problems [7],[8],[9], as mathematical model for designing parallel plate capacitor used by Palmer [10], curved patch capacitor [11], and micro-strip [12] that encountered in the fields of communication especially on antennas application and detectors, etc. The first kind   k K can be used to obtain the complete elliptic integral of the second kind   k E , because both of these functions having relationship of ordinary differential equation [13], and Legendre relation [14]. However,   k K
Introduction
The complete elliptic integral of the first kind   k K is one of three elliptic integrals that getting a lot of attentions. It is not only used by mathematicians but also by engineers. On the development of scientifics for instance, the complete elliptic integral of the first kind are commonly used by Glasser [1] in studying a wide variety of problems involving three dimensional lattices, for creating Pi formula via Arithmetic Geometric Mean popularized by Salamin [2] , and Borwein, et.al In this early assignment, we focus to enhance the convergence level of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind , in which
is the complementary of modulus k [16] . Nevertheles, it is necessarry to find the other forms of transformation function that provide higher degree of convergence level. For this purpose we perform modification to the original integral form of
to obtain its new infinite series. Further, from this new infinite series will be known the new transformation function, which is useful for determining the modulus function.
The modulus function of k will be useful to enhance the level of   k K convergence through employing the other scheme of iteration beyond, that has been applied on previous work as mentioned in Borwein's book [17] .
I.1 Formulation of the New Infinite Series of the Complete Elliptic Integral of the First Kind
In order to obtain the new infinite series version of the 
The fact that the double factorial of (2n-1) can be represented as following, (12) where for the first four terms as following, 
 
which can further be simplified to, 
I.2 Formulation of New Transformation Function for the Complete Elliptic integral of the First

Kind
Before performing the step formulation for finding the new transformation function of   
has two definitions, then varying the cosine of such  2 must be performed one by one. Begin by introducing the following variable, 
that giving the following integral form, 
Due to an equality in Eqn.(21), then from the Eqn.(28) it can also be formed the following transformation function, 
Also, the following transformation function,
gives,
(32)
Nevertheles, due to the difference between both infinite series of   after applying the following identity,
In addition, applying the cosine of  2 from Eqn. (17) , then the Eqn.(35) can be simplified as,
Like previously explanation, from the Eqn.(36) appears that applying the cosine of  2 as in Eqn.(21) only gives an equality,i.e, , ' 1
while applying the cosine of 
Similarly, by noticing Eqn.(32), then we obtain,
Finally, we obtain a new transformation function in the following form,
I.3 Enhancement the Level of Convergence of the Complete Elliptic Integral of the First Kind by
Applying the Scheme of Iteration to Its New Transformation Function
As mentioned previously that the infinite series of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind is slowly convergent. To enhance the level of its convergence, we implement the scheme of iteration where for the first iteration (
After exerting the change of modulus The same procedure to the second iteration, for the third iteration ( 
By similarly way for the fourth iteration ( 4  m ), we obtain 3 4 (52) that giving the following infinite series, 
k , and 4
k are the corresponding modulus functions, that we call as own modulus function.
Discussion
The discussion about the enhance of the convergence level of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind here is focused to give some comments to achievement the number of significant Table. 1. It has verified the statement in [14] that power series of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind is slowly convergent for the value of modulus k approaches one. Further, to verify our statement above that really the exact values of the original elliptic integral in Eqn.(1) and both of its new version in Eqn. (7) and Eqn. (11) are the same, we present the results of calculation in Table. 2 below. Here we truncate numerical value of all calculations only until 16 significant figures. are more little. This fact as a guarantee that the new version of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind is faster to converg than its original version. 
Comparing with the results of applying the iteration scheme of Eqn.(44) but here we replace Table.5 are interesting to be researched further.
Conclucions
From explanation and discussion above we take several conclusions. The complete elliptic integral of the first kind can be modified into the new form by varying the argument of angle  into the double angle  2 . Applying the scheme of iteration by substituting the common modulus k with the modulus function 
